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*TUGboat* (ISSN 0896-3207) is published four times a year plus one supplement by the T\TeX\ Users Group, Balboa Building, Room 307, 735 State Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101, U.S.A.

1993 dues for individual members are as follows:
- Ordinary members: $60
- Students: $30

Membership in the T\TeX\ Users Group is for the calendar year, and includes all issues of *TUGboat* and *T\TeX\* and *TUG NEWS* for the year in which membership begins or is renewed. Individual membership is open only to named individuals, and carries with it such rights and responsibilities as voting in the annual election. A membership form is provided on page 85.
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**Addresses**

General correspondence: T\TeX\ Users Group P.O. Box 869 Santa Barbara, CA 93102-0869 USA

Payments: T\TeX\ Users Group P.O. Box 21041 Santa Barbara, CA 93121-1041 USA
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**Telephone**
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**Electronic Mail**
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